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Are you fond of books?1 

Have you come to play with us?2 

What do you play?3  

Books upon books!4 

Will you not play?5  

 

Play Among Books.6 This text celebrates a play of architectural avatars.7 The title embodies a 
complex play of ideas.8 Together we are in a play.9 Our reader sees the play, it must be, as a 
world, a universe, to be entered.10 The repetition of a mythical event, with its play of 
variations, tells us that something remote is beckoning to us.11 Its sense is inseparable from 
play, artifice, fiction, as, for example, in the case of Lewis Carroll’s “intensive surfaces” for a 
world that has lost the conventions of its Euclidean skin.12 It is not a Library in the sole sense 
of a depository for books.13 It is a play with flavours on a cloudy day.14  

 

“How cheerfully he seems to grin, How neatly spread his claws, And welcome little fishes in 
With gently smiling jaws!” I'm sure those are not the right words,' said poor Alice, and her 
eyes filled with tears again as she went on, 'I must be Mabel after all, and I shall have to go 
and live in that poky little house, and have next to no toys to play with, and oh!15  

 

When books were still ancient, unending scrolls, passages could hardly be looked up.16 
Whereas the architect previously manipulated static forms, now she or he can play with 
geometric flows.17 He starts from a dialogue, from a game called planetary that already 
connects play of humanity and play of the world.18 Nowadays books are written by the public 
and read by nobody.19 Or is something else at play?20 In fact books themselves are aperiodic 
crystals contained inside neat geometric forms.21 Treated mechanically, a library could 
become simply a storeroom for books.22 The sciences enter the same framework, for they 
continually play between the possible, the impossible, the necessary and the contingent: life, 
modal like the body; sciences, modal like living bodies.23 The very “physics” of Alice’s 



strange adventures—her ability to bend, shift, grow, adapt, and play along with nonsense, 
announce an unexpected set of ethical possibilities.24 This is not only a scientific theory, it is 
a common sense view; we play an instrument, we act a play.25 There can be no believing in it, 
but given a capacity to imagine, one can play with it.26 What once was the future is now a set 
of possibilities for play in the present.27 One has the impression of a Pantheon of books.28 

 

“If you do not mind my saying so,” said Alice, “you do seem to play the game very 
differently.”29 

 

The play of refracted light.30 This technique fills the calmest books with adventure.31 Very 
delicate pellicles may be formed in various ways: on these films we discover a very lively 
play of colours, either in the usual order, or more confusedly passing through each other.32 
Must one not admit that a radically new and infinitely powerful phenomenality is in play 
here?33 The lighting, the way it comes together, in a play of difference and waiting, is call and 
response performance in which awareness gathers in a process of attunement to that surplus 
charge and traveling spark.34 Books are eminently collectible.35 

 

Poetry first arose, it would seem, out of play.36All poetry is born of play: the sacred play of 
worship, the festive play of courtship, the martial play of the contest, the disputatious play of 
braggadocio, mockery and invective, the nimble play of wit and readiness.37 In all these 
experiments, apparently, it is not a matter of crushing language beneath the mystic silence of 
the ineffable, but of measuring it, of halting that verbal top which sweeps into its gyration the 
obsessional play of symbolic substitutions.38 Instead, flippancy is an embodied performance, 
requiring the quick moving tongue, play and an unbecoming lightness of approach.39What is 
described as a play of shadow and light is already a form of writing.40 His pen or skillful 
pencil seems to sport and play; a few strokes express the rapid fancy, and the more vaguely 
art embodies itself the more room is there for the play of imagination.41 Words play hide and 
seek, words play a game of hiding things.42 But above all, play is a function of the 
imagination.43  

 

What games will not Mercury play, with his thefts and deceits?44 

 

The frontiers of a book are never clear cut: beyond the title, the first lines, and the last full 
stop, beyond its internal configuration and its autonomous form, it is caught up in a system of 
references to other books, other texts, other sentences: it is a node within a network.45 It is 
one thing to play with geometry, but another to verify with nature.46 When a myth brings into 
play repetition and variants, the skeleton of the system emerges for a while, the latent order, 
covered in seaweed.47 Audio play, sea sponge bag chairs, blue light and water popsicles.48 It 
only wants to play.49  

 

And as for books, who has any morals where they are concerned?50 



 

The play of the world has changed in a unique way, because now it has become the play that 
diverges.51 Machinic segments refer to a detotalised, deterritorialised mecanosphere, to an 
infinite play of interface.52 Every milieu is coded, a code being defined by periodic repetition; 
but each code is in a perpetual state of transcoding or transduction.53 The crosssections, the 
open cuts, the terracing, the play of depths.54 This technological monster of reflectors, lights, 
sounds and shapes begins to play.55 The whole play of vital motion hinges on harmony and 
contrast.56 The first glimpse must hold us spellbound; the details, the masses of the 
decoration, the profiles, the play of light, all conduce to this same end.57 No one can read two 
thousand books.58 The wind strikes her dulcimers; the groves give a shout; the hurricane is 
only an hysterical laugh; and the lightning that blasts, blasts only in play.59 

 

“You can be the White Queen’s Pawn, if you like, as Lily’s too young to play; and you’re in 
the Second Square to begin with: when you get to the Eighth Square you’ll be a Queen—” 60   

 

The play continues with a twist.61 In terms of the pragmatic roles they play, the zeros and 
ones of machine code do far more than hark back to the binaries their logical symbols 
represent.62 And to play with symbols, to program, one has to press keys.63 But this is merely 
a play upon the word.64 And what role does number, as such, play within it?65 It is by way of 
mathematics that we will finally succeed in thinking that which, through its power and 
beauty, vanquishes quantities and sounds the end of play.66 

 

Even so, I admit to having a fetishistic attitude to books, to their touch, their smell.67 It might 
get all that and move straight to the “material” play of forms, insignia, interpretive canons 
and epochal appropriations and their constellatory relations to the hacking of the real.68 The 
details of the third voice of our fugue: a and b, the multitudes, act on the geometrical stage, 
the finitude, as identities, as names, in the shape of filled lines on squares, a and b, the 
multitudes, play within the arithmetical orchestra.69 For “play”, whether in life or in a wheel, 
implies interplay.70 Even in a naturalistic play, astronomical time would conflict with stage 
time.71 Ancient wooden instruments play a resigned chorale prelude that unfolds so slowly, 
the whole intricate mechanism of its inner lines might as well be stopped.72Our words should 
form more than one angle, they should triangulate, play at interrupting each other even while 
they are articulated together.73 Architecture presented itself in a new way, in a play of 
sparkling surfaces.74 Sign points are brought into play.75 It is a play of rotations, translations, 
reflections and inversions.76 Appearance and apparition play with reality, because reality is 
only the play of appearances.77  

 

Let us look more closely at the network of issues at play on this intricate chess board.78 We 
play with its streams, lists, indexes, and pixels.79 The only thread that we will retain here, for 
the moment, is that of play.80 If the nature of art is to bind the general to the particular, 
ephemeral eternity of a drop of water to the play of its lights, it is even truer to judge the 
greatness of the absurd writer by the distance he is able to introduce between these two 
worlds.81 With each level of emergence, a world leaps out of itself: the symmetry of the 



“substrate” is broken, and new affordances, attractors, and relaxation processes are put into 
play.82  

 

This is the play of an Informational Instrument.83 

 

Most of my converse is with books.84 

Take off your clothes, go down on the field, play.85  

Play for high stakes.86  

Play the champion if you can !87 

Plunge people into the adventure! Strong spirits may wish to play the game.88  

Play it, Sun Ra!89 

In any case—to play with sounds like dice—what a truly simplistic activity!90 

 

To play is to affirm chance and the necessity of chance.91 In such play we satisfy our 
cosmogonic instinct.92 Therefore it is no mean game, nor is it a game you can play light 
heartedly.93 People always play carelessly in games where there is no danger.94 We can play 
this game the other way around.95 They are the play of different forces, and as such they are 
pure simulacra.96  Thus, these terms bring together notions that, far from being opposed to 
one another, are actually inseparable – the notions of play and of calculation, and of the 
calculation of chance which is inherent in every game of dice.97 

 

This is the moment at which ilinx, intoxication, comes into the play of reading.98 Unseen 
protagonists, who might really be there or just invented by me, play out fantastic scenarios 
that might be real, involving alien space ships, cats, dogs and microwaves.99 They play 
together.100 I don’t really believe this, but when I play I omit no precaution.101 And I might 
play this scene through with feelings approximating to those of a real occasion.102  

 

After these allusions, the subject of which has since been dealt with in many well informed 
and intelligent books, the reader will gladly accept the assurance that neither at this point nor 
subsequently will any serious attempt be made to paint an historical picture and enter into 
competition with reality.103 Although I grew up with books and have spent a good deal of my 
adult life among them, make my living out of writing them and very much enjoy writing 
about them, I can contemplate with equanimity the science fiction future world that every day 
approaches more closely, in which information and narrative pleasure are transmitted 
electronically and books are a quaint, antiquarian, minority taste.104 

 



Now I must watch my step; whatever happened, I must look as if I knew how to play the 
game in which I found myself.105 I found that, though the play of surfaces never ceased to 
fascinate me, I was not so much exploring them as making abstractions from them, I was 
writing, therefore, tales.106 It was not a mere play of the imagination, but it was the liberation 
of consciousness from all the mystifications and exaggerations of the self.107  

 

Inconstancy is my very essence; it is the game I never cease to play as I turn my wheel in its 
ever changing circle, filled with joy as I bring the top to the bottom and the bottom to the 
top.108 I love this play of transparencies.109 I want to play every night.110 
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